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Brethren,
October was another busy month for Toronto East District. We had 6
Installations, 4 Receptions for our Grand Lodge appointments and our 1st
Official Visit. You throw in Thanksgiving and that gives you a very busy
time. Our Installations have gone off wonderfully and I congratulate all of
the Worshipful Masters and Officers. You have all shown your dedication
to your Lodges and the Craft. Keep up the good work. The 1st Official Visit
wasa great night for me. I thank the Worshipful Master, Officers and
Members of Doric Lodge No. 424 for welcoming me and The District
Secretary and making our 1st time go so smoothly. Maybe at the next one
we won't have to send out a search party for Secretary, Treasurer and The
District Secretary.
On a more sombre note in October we lost some cherished brethren.
V. W. Bro James (Jim) Crawford
V. W. Bro. Les Armitage
W. Bro. Gordon Ryder
We cherish their memories in our hearts.
November will see the 3 Remembrance Ceremonies. Scarborough and
Claremont on Sunday November 5th and Markham's on Saturday
November 11th. Brethren please plan to attend these Ceremonies to
honour our men and women who have (and continue) sacrifice on our
behalf. I will be in attendance at the Scarborough Ceremony (and
Markham the following weekend) and I would love have the best turnout
ever. A few hours out of your life is not too much to ask.
During this time of Remembrance let us reflect on our lives and Lodges.
Look around the room the next time you are out. Is someone missing?
Find out why. Does he just need a lift to Lodge? Is he ill? Take the time
NOW before it is too late.
In November we will also have 2 more Installations and a reception. The
Reception for V. W. Bro. David Phelan will be on November 21st. Please

come out and celebrate one of our own. Also Brethren please continue to
come out and support the new Worshipful Masters and Officers at
their Installations/Investitures. Just a reminder to all of the Past Masters
that it is your duty to continue to guide and support your Fellows. They are
the future of our Lodges and Toronto East District.
There are also 2 other greats events taking place this November. The
300th Anniversary Gala (November 25th) and the 300th Anniversary Reenactment (November 26th). These are shaping up to be a wonderful
events and details can be found on our District website as well as our
District Facebook page. I have some tickets to sell so if you want to attend
either the Saturday November 25th Gala ($100 each) and/or the Sunday
November 26th presentation ($70 each) please contact me via email.
Tickets are going fast.
Looking through the various summons I see some Lodges making strides
in bringing in new members. Growth is good and necessary. It leads to
fresh enthusiasm, fresh ideas and shows that a Lodge is willing to move
forward. Remember to make sure that you welcome our new Brothers with
open arms. See that they get the support necessary to move through the
degrees. Treat them well and guide them. One day you may be at their
Installation and then you will look at them proudly and say "I helped get
him there". I would be remiss if I did not caution to Guard the West Gate.
There is a great tool for ensuring we are bringing in quality members. It's
the 5 steps to Initiation. If you don't know about this then just ask.
I will close this month's message by saying that I am proud to be a Mason
and a member of Toronto East District.
May the Great Architect of the Universe continue to guide and protect you
and yours.
Fraternally,
R. W. Bro. Ross E. McOuat
District Deputy Grand Master - Toronto East District
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...Now here's a Lodge in

Grand Lodge of Iceland,
600 Akureyri, Iceland

Around and About
(News & Notices)

Empty Chair Ceremony & Military Degree Team (Raising)

Thursday, November 2, 2017, visitors 7:30pm
The Beaches Lodge No. 473, York Temple
Banquet to follow

This Month in History

Mr. Burns -"Now to the plant. We'll take the
Spruce Moose. Hop in"
Smithers -"But sir"
Mr. Burns -"I said... Hop in"

November 2, 1947 - The first and only flight of Howard Hughes' "Spruce Goose" flying boat occurred in
Long Beach Harbor, California. It flew about a mile at an altitude of 70 feet. Costing $25 million, the 200ton plywood eight-engine Hercules was the world's largest airplane, designed, built and flown by Hughes.
It later became a tourist attraction alongside the Queen Mary ship at Long Beach and has since been
moved to Oregon.
November 5th - Remembered as Guy Fawkes Day in Britain, for the anniversary of the failed
"Gunpowder Plot" to blow up the Houses of Parliament and King James I in 1605.
Birthday - Inventor of the game of basketball, James Naismith (1861-1939) was born in Almonte, Ontario,
Canada.

Please take the time to log in and review the new Grand Lodge website.
www.grandlodge.on.ca

Nature & Science

EPA keeps agency scientists from speaking on
climate change at conference

So its ok to silence scientists, but is it safe?
Sherri Goodman, (former deputy undersecretary of defense (Environmental Security), founder of the CNA
Military Advisory Board, and Senior Fellow at the Woodrow Wilson International Centre) states
...Too many elected officials still deny that warming ocean and atmospheric temperatures are changing
the strength and severity of storms. As a nation we have not even begun to adequately prepare for storms
like Hurricane Harvey and Irma, and that leaves our citizens vulnerable...
...We ignore these risks at our peril. Not only our national security, but our homeland, is at greater risk until
we take the climate threat seriously...

CLIMATE CHANGE
Information on Potential Economic Effects Could Help Guide Federal
Efforts to Reduce Fiscal Exposure

For fiscal year 2016, the federal government's estimated environmental liability was $447 billion—up from
$212 billion for fiscal year 1997. However, this estimate does not reflect all of the future cleanup
responsibilities federal agencies may face...
As stated in GAO's 2015 High Risk report, climate change is considered by many to be a complex,
crosscutting issue that poses risks to many environmental and economic systems—including agriculture,
infrastructure, ecosystems, and human health—and presents a significant financial risk to the federal

government. Among other reported impacts, climate change could threaten coastal areas with rising sea
levels, alter agricultural productivity, and increase the intensity and frequency of severe weather events.
As observed by the United States Global Change Research Program (USGCRP), the impacts and costs
of weather disasters—resulting from floods, droughts, and other events—will increase in significance as
what are considered "rare" events become more common and intense due to climate change. In addition,
less acute changes, such as sea level rise, could also result in significant long-term impacts. According to
the National Research Council (NRC), although the exact details cannot be predicted with certainty, there
is a clear scientific understanding that climate change poses serious risks to human society and many of
the physical and ecological systems upon which society depends, with the specific impacts of concern,
and the relative likelihood of those impacts, varying significantly from place to place and over time.

Well what should be done about this...
Better stewardship of the land could have a bigger role in fighting climate change than previously thought,
according to the most comprehensive assessment to date of how greenhouse gas emissions can be
reduced and stored in forests, farmland, grasslands and wetlands using natural climate solutions.
The peer-reviewed study, led by scientists from The Nature Conservancy and 15 other institutions, and
published today in the journal Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, expanded and refined
the scope of land-based climate solutions previously assessed by the United Nations’ Intergovernmental
Panel for Climate Change (IPCC). The findings are expected to bolster efforts to ensure that large-scale
protection, restoration, and improved land management practices needed to stabilize climate change are
achieved while meeting the demand for food and fiber from global lands.
Accounting for cost constraints, the researchers calculated that natural

climate solutions
could reduce emissions by 11.3 billion tonnes per year by 2030—
equivalent to halting the burning of oil, and offering 37% of the
emissions reductions needed to hold global warming below 2

degrees Celsius by 2030. Without cost constraints, natural
climate solutions could deliver emissions reductions of 23.8
billion tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent per year, close to a
third (30%) more than previous estimates.
“Today our impacts on the land cause a quarter of greenhouse gas emissions,” said Mark Tercek, CEO of
The Nature Conservancy. “The way we manage the lands in the future could deliver 37% of the solution to
climate change. That is huge potential, so if we are serious about climate change, then we are going to
have to get serious about investing in nature, as well as in clean energy and clean transport. We are going
to have to increase food and timber production to meet the demand of a growing population, but we know
we must do so in a way that addresses climate change.”

What Is Geoengineering?
Geoengineering is the deliberate large-scale intervention in the Earth’s natural systems to counteract
climate change.
There is wide range of proposed geoengineering techniques. Generally, these can be grouped into two
categories:

Solar Radiation Management (SRM) or Solar
Geoengineering
SRM techniques aim to reflect a small proportion of the Sun’s energy back into space, counteracting the
temperature rise caused by increased levels of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere which absorb energy
and raise temperatures. Some proposed techniques include:
Albedo enhancement. Increasing the reflectiveness of clouds or the land surface so that more of
the Sun’s heat is reflected back into space.
Space reflectors. Blocking a small proportion of sunlight before it reaches the Earth.
Stratospheric aerosols. Introducing small, reflective particles into the upper atmosphere to reflect
some sunlight before it reaches the surface of the Earth.

Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) or Carbon Geoengineering
CDR techniques aim to remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, directly countering the increased
greenhouse effect and ocean acidification. These techniques would have to be implemented on a global
scale to have a significant impact on carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere. Some proposed techniques
include:
Afforestation. Engaging in a global-scale tree planting effort.
Biochar. 'Charring' biomass and burying it so that its carbon is locked up in the soil.
Bio-energy with carbon capture and sequestration. Growing biomass, burning it to create
energy and capturing and sequestering the carbon dioxide created in the process.
Ambient Air Capture. Building large machines that can remove carbon dioxide directly from
ambient air and store it elsewhere.

Ocean Fertilisation. Adding nutrients to the ocean in selected locations to increase primary
production which draws down carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.
Enhanced Weathering. Exposing large quantities of minerals that will react with carbon dioxide
in the atmosphere and storing the resulting compound in the ocean or soil.
Ocean Alkalinity Enhancement. Grinding up, dispersing, and dissolving rocks such as
limestone, silicates, or calcium hydroxide in the ocean to increase its ability to store carbon and
directly ameliorate ocean acidification.

Leadership Development

What is Young Champions of the Earth?
Each year, six young people – one from each global region – will be named Young Champions of the
Earth. These winners receive seed funding, intensive training, and tailored mentorship to help them bring
their big environmental ideas to life.
Whose big idea will change the world? The 2017 cohort of 30 Regional Finalists have already been
subjected to a public vote. Regional Juries will now select 12 World Finalists to go forth for consideration
by the Global Jury.
Each winner will be expected to implement their big idea and keep us updated on their progress by
producing videos and blogs that we will share on this website.

The Prize
What do the Young Champions receive?
Six Young Champions of the Earth are selected every year, one from each global region (Africa, AsiaPacific, Europe, Latin America and the Caribbean, North America, and West Asia). Each winner receives
the following:
US$15,000 in seed funding;
Attendance at the United Nations Environment Assembly in Nairobi, December 2017, and the
United Nations General Assembly in New York, September 2018 (all expenses paid);
An introduction to over 100 environment ministers at the Champions of the Earth Gala Dinner;
Publicity and recognition through online and global media;
Access to high-profile mentors and customized training in communications, project planning,
financial management, etc.
Participation in an intensive, one-week entrepreneurship course in Europe in the first quarter of

2018 (all expenses paid).
The Young Champions will be required to contribute one blog post and one video per month between
December 2017 and September 2018, so that the public can follow their implementation journeys on the
Young Champions website.

Mentorship
More than just a prize-giving scheme, Young Champions of the Earth aims to nurture the next generation
of environmental leaders. Through our networks and partnerships, we connect Young Champions with
business leaders, scientific innovators, national-level policymakers, and United Nations experts, among
many other communities.
In making these connections, we help young people with extraordinary potential put their big ideas into
action. We also increase their potential to do amazing things throughout their lives.
Our corporate partner, Covestro, is a key source of both mentorship and hands-on project assistance. The
company’s 16,000 global staff members stand ready to support the 30 Young Champions finalists on
topics ranging from project planning to budgeting to the innovation process itself.
Additionally, six Young Champions winners will receive intensive, tailored training designed to help them
kickstart their environmental ambitions. This will involve a week-long entrepreneurship “bootcamp” in
Europe in the first quarter of 2018. The week will include an insiders’ tour of Covestro’s innovation labs
and visits to other hotspots of European innovation.
Winners will be introduced to high-level policymakers and UN experts at the Champions of the Earth Gala
Dinner in Nairobi in December 2017. The winners’ visit to Nairobi will include meetings with noteworthy
environmental changemakers and tours of groundbreaking environmental startups. We will also connect
Young Champions winners with high-profile mentors who are eager to support them in their journeys.

Nullius in verba

"Wayward ho! Away we go

It’s a shame to leave this
masterpiece
With its gallery gods and its
garbage-bag trees”
-Gord Downie

... by the Lighthouse Beam

Ta'Kaiya Blaney is a singer and environmental activist from Tla A'min Nation,
British Columbia, Canada. She is known for giving speeches at UN meetings around
the world, including Rio+20 and TUNZA UN.
http://www.takaiyablaney.com
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NOTICE: Hiram’s Lighthouse is currently looking to expand its Editorial Board, should you or someone
you know be a good candidate, please contacts the editor at hiramslighthouse@gmail.com with a brief
bio.
ADMINISTRATION:
Hiram’s Lighthouse is your newsletter. It is published on the last day of every month. If Hiram’s
Lighthouse does not have the content you would prefer, it is because the editor does not have that content
available. If you want something more, please submit it. Please feel free to offer suggestions,
submissions for … by the Lighthouse Beam, book and film reviews, and topics of Masonic interest.
We also ask all Secretaries and Worshipful Masters to inform their lodge members of the existence of the
newsletter and how to subscribe to it.
Anyone wishing to get on the subscription list should personally send a message to
hiramslighthouse@gmail.com including your full name, lodge and lodge location with a subject of
Newsletter.
To get a notice into the newsletter at least one month before the event, send a message to
hiramslighthouse@gmail.com with all the information and we’ll run it every month until the function is past.
Moving? Changing service providers? Remember to send in your new snail-mail and email addresses to
both your lodge secretary and Hiram’s Lighthouse - hiramslighthouse@gmail.com

Editor's Desk
Hiram's Lighthouse
hiramslighthouse@gmail.com
Toronto, ON, Canada
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